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-Brunswick Nuclear: Project
P. O. Box 10429'

Southport, N.-C. 28461-0429

December 23, 1992
,

SERIAL: BSEP-92-0053

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTENTION: Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555

BRUNSWICK STEAM ELECTRIC PLANT, UNIT NOS. 1 AND 2
DOCKET NOS. 50-325 & 50-324/ LICENSE NOS. DPR-71 & DPR.62 )
REPLY TO NOTICE OF VIOLATION (92 32-01) j

|

Centlemen: -I

On November 24, 1992, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission issued a Notice of
Violation (92-32-01)- for an issue at the-Brunswick Steam Electric-Plant,
' Units 1 and 2. ' Details of the NRC inspections are provided in Inspection
Report Nos. 50 325/92-32 and 50 324/92-32 dated November- 24,.1992. Carolina

Power & Light Company hereby responds to the' Notice of-Violation. The' '

enclosure to this letter provides CP&L's reply'to the Notice of Violation in
accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201.

Please refer any questions regarding this submittal to Mr. R. C. Codley at
(919) 457-2412.

Yours very truly,

A

R. E. Mo' an

SFT/sft

Enclosure

cc: .Mr. S. D. Ebneter
Mr . R . ' H. Lo
BSEP NRC Rest. dent Office
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ENCLOSURE

BRUNSWICK STEAM ELECTRIC PLANT, UNITS 1 AND 2 '

.NRC DOCKET NOS. 50-325 6 50-324 >

OPERATING LICENSE NOS. DPR 71 & DPR 62
REPLY TO NOTICE OF VIOLATION-

VIOLATION:
.

During the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) inspection conducted on
September 23 28 and OctoberL26-30, 1992, a violation of NRC requirements was
identified. In accordance with the " General Statement of Policy and Procedure
for'URC Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C, the violation is

listed below:
,

Technical Specification 6.8.1 requires that written procedures shall be

established, implemented, and maintained covering the activities
recommended in Appendix A of Regulatory Guide 1.33, November 1972. ,

Procedure 0 E&RC-0230, dated-September 24, 1991 Revision.25C, titled
" Issue and Use of Radiation Work Permit" Step 10.4 states that it is the

responsibility of-each individual to ensure that he or she is properly
logged on the RUPfprior to work start and logged off after completion. '

Contrary to the above, at or about 5:00 p.m. on Tuesday, October 27,
1992,-four examples of persons failing to sign on to RWP 0531'Rev. 1 and
1908 Rev. 3 prior.to commencing work in a Radiation Control Area (at the

'

decontamination trailer and hot shop) were identified.

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement IV).

F

RESIONSE TO VIOIATION:

i :

'

Admission or Denial of Viointion:

Carolina ~ Power &' Light Company admits to this violation.-

.

Reason for the Viointion:

"On October. 27, 1992, at approximately 1700 hours,as Health Physics technician . :
began transporting a| contaminated valve and disc assembly from immediately
outside the. Reactor; Building North. Breezeway to the' Decontamination; Trailer

- located in close proximity to the Reactor Building. .
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The Health Physics technician used an equipment cart to assist in transporting
the valve components which had been bagged to prevent the spread of
contamination. The Health Physics Technician was met at the Decontamination
Trailer by three mechanics who had previously disassembled the valve. At the
Decontamination Trailer, the Health Physics technician was informed by

'

decontamination personnel that decontamination of the valve stem was not
'

possible in the decontamination trailer due to the excessive length of.the

valve stem. In addition, assistance would be required to lift the valve disc

into the trailer. Consequently, a forklift operator was summoned to assist.
With the assistance of the three maintenance mechanics who had disassembled
the valve while on an RWP specific for that activity, the valve stem was

lifted off the cart and placed on the ground. Then the cart and valve disc

were lifted by the forkilft into the Decontamination Trailer. At this time
the mechanics lifted the valve stem onto the forklift and the forklift
operator transported the valve stem to the Hot Machine Shop entrance. The

Health Physics technician then requested that the three maintenance mechanics
assisc him in moving the valve stem to the Hot Machine Shop step-off pad. The
Health Physics technician assumed at this time that the mechanics were still

on the RWP for valve disassembly.

Prior to moving the stem, one of the mechanics informed the Health Physics 'I

technician that he was not signed onto a Radiation Work Permit. -The Health

Physics technician misunderstood the mechanic and believed that the mechanic
had said that he was signed onto a Radiation Work Permit but not the Rtdiation
Work Permit established to control work in the Hot Machine Shop. In

actuality, the mechanics were not signed onto any Radiation Work Permit at
that time. Recognizing the potential radiological hazard involved, the Health-

Physics technician decided that securing the valve stem expeditiously was the
prudent action to take at that time. Additionally, believing that-the

mechanics were appr! sed of the radiological concerns since they were' ,

previously signed on to the Radiation Work Permit established to control valve

disassembly, the Health Physics technician instructed the mechanics to movc
- the stem,

One mechanic left the Hot Machine thop to sign on the Hot Machine Shop
Radiation Work Permit while the remaining mechanics moved the valve stem to
the step-off pad.

- NRC inspectors observing the transport of the. valve, determined that the

forklift operator and the maintenance mechanics had not signed onto the
appropriate Radiation Work Permits.

-A formal root cause investigation was performed on this event. The results of

this investigation revealed that the individuals assisting the_ Health Physics

technician with relocation of the valve components failed to sign on the
appropriate Rcdiation Work Permits for the following reasons:

.
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In an effort to expeditiously secure radioactive material, the Health Physics
'ttechnician consciously-instructed the mechanics to proceed with the work

because he believed the mechanics were signed on to the Radiation Work Permit'
established to support valve disassembly. Additionally, no discussion on
Radiation Work Permit requirements transpired between the Health Physics -

. technician and the forklift operator.

The involved personnel failed to preplan the work activity _ adequately. More
detailed' planning would have verified the acceptability of utilizing the

Decontamination Trailer, or the need for alternate arrangements.

Additionally, the BNP site includes numerous satellite radiction control areas

external to the main power block. These areas are not-integrated into a
single radiation control area which can challenge health physics controls
because different work in close proximity may or acy not require an- RWP. At
the time of this incident, there was no easy means for the Health Physics
technician to determine if the assisting mechanics and forklift driver were on-

'
an RWP.

Corrective Ster.s Which Have'Been Taken and Results Achieved

A deficiency in communication has been identified as a cause for this event.

The Heatth Physics technician escorting the valve stem and disc.should_have
questioned all three mechanics and the forklift operator to ensure that they.
were on the appropriate radiation work permit (RWP) prior to entry into areas
clearly posted as " Requiring RWP for Entry." Personnel assisting-the Health'
Physics technician should not have entered areas posted as " Requiring an RWP
for Entry" unless they were on the appropriate RWP for work-in that area. 1The
Health Physics technician and assisting personnel have been counseled on the-
need for clear and concise communication and the requirements for working'on.
RWP's. An expectation for future compliance was stressed.

As an interim measure to more casily identify. personnel working on RWP's, the
practico of iccuing personal self-reading pocket dosimeters (SRPDs) has been
te rminated. SRPDs are now issued at the single point' access where all site-

' personnel-sign on RWP's. Since site personnel are required to return the SRPD
to'the Health Physics. staff when they sign off the RWP, possession ~of an SRPD

'is a visible .signLthat the worker has signed onto an RWP.

As an additional interim corrective action, forklift drivers and their-

supervisors have been counseled on the RWP requirements for transporting
radioactive materia. in non-RCA areas.
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Corrective Actions Which Will be Taken to Avoid Future Violations

Compliance with the BNP site radiation safety program is made somewnat more
difficult as a result of the location of numerous satellite radiation cor trol
areas (RCAs) external to the main power block and within the protected area.
Accordingly it is possible for different workers in close proximity to each
other to be performing work which may or may not require an RWP. This can

result in confusion.

Management has recognized the need to improve this situation and has approved
construction of a integratad RCA within the protected area. This improvement
will create a true single point for entry and egress to the RCA greatif
simplifying health physics controls. This project is pnrt of the BNP three

year business plan cnd is scheduled for completion by February 15, 1994.
Additionally, radiation and ALARA requirements will be incorporated into the
preplanning stage of work packages. This is currently being accomplished by
assigning dedicated Health Physics personnel to participate in the planning
and scheduling process.

Health Physics personnel will receive training on this event by the end of the
first quarter 1993.

Date When Full Ccmoliance Will be Achieved

It is recognized that other recent occurrences indicate weaknesses in the
practices and processes involving work in the RCAs. The health Physics staff

is therefore reviewing control procedures to determine enhancements that will
avoid confusion and greatly decrease the probability for future violations of
RWP requirements. The results of this evaluation will be communicated to
appropriate personnel through training and other forms of communication. We
will report our progress in this area and the date when full compliance will
be achieved within 30 days.
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